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Brief About the Project
• What this project is about?
Economy

• Exploring conditions required for
ensuring Good & Better Jobs in
various sectors of the economy
• Having an enterprise as the focal
unit and gathering insights
through an inside-out approach

Industry

Enterprise
(Capital and Workforce)

“Listening to narratives from the ground and informing
the systems in the upstream, i.e. industry and economy”

Field insights
collected
through research

Food Processing Sector
A journey through the states of Punjab and Andhra Pradesh, India.

Profile and Processes Across the States Covered
Punjab - Profile
• No. of registered FP units: 2906
• No. of unincorporated F&B
enterprises: 63,626
• State level nodal agency:
Punjab Agro Industries
Corporation Ltd.
• Total persons engaged: 600,041
Sub-sectors/Processes covered in
current study
Grain Milling (Wheat and Rice), Milk
and Milk Products, Roasted Snacks,
Bakery Products, Fruits and Vegetables
processing (Sauces, Murabba candy),
Edible Oil, Sugar, Beverages (Liquor),
Food Entrepreneurs and Start-ups

Andhra Pradesh - Profile
• No. of registered FP units: 5861
• No. of unincorporated F&B
enterprises: 1,54,330
• State level nodal agency:
Andhra Pradesh Food
Processing Society
• Total persons engaged:
1,362,767
Sub-sectors/Processes covered in
current study
Jaggery, Coconut Oil, Marine products
(Fisheries), Chilli, Fruit and Vegetable
processing

Snapshot of the Sector
Mega Food
Parks

• Contribution to GVA(at 2011-12 prices):
• 8.83% of Manufacturing sector
• 10.66% of Agriculture Sector

Operation
Greens

• Industry Rankings: 1st amongst registered
industries in terms of total no. of factories, no.
of factories in operation, total persons engaged
and output

• Employment statistics:
• 18.54 lakh people through registered units
• 51.11 lakh people through unincorporated
units

• Women Employment:
• 2.33 lakhs in registered factories
• 12.62 lakhs in unincorporated enterprises
Source: Annual Report 2018-19, MoFPI

Integrated
Cold Chain
and Value
Addition
Infrastructure
Pradhan Mantri Kisan
SAMPADA Yojana

Human
Resources and
Institutions

A conglomeration of
schemes aimed to
improve infrastructure
and supply chain with a
farm to fork approach

Food Safety
and Quality
Assurance
Infrastructure

Infrastructure
for Agro
Processing
Clusters

Key Schemes for FPI

Creation/Expa
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Processing/Pre
servation
Capacities

Food Processing Value Chain
Components Covered in Study
Raw Material
Production

Raw Material
Transport and
Storage

Farmers

Government
(FCI)

Fishermen

Cold Storage
Warehouses

Raw Material
Procurement
by Food
Processing
Enterprises

Primary
Processing

Secondary
Processing

Tertiary
Processing

Through
contract
farming,
government
and local
traders

Mostly
informal
workers for
grading,
quality checks
of raw
materials etc.

Mostly formal
workers for
machine
operations,
process
handling etc.

Mostly
informal
workers for
quality checks
of finished
products and
packaging

Storage and
Transport of
Processed
Food

Mostly
informal
workers for
loading and
unloading

Retail

Trade
Intermediaries
Market Actors

Peculiar Features of the Value Chain
• High dependence on raw material for quality and productivity of finished goods
• Presence of diverse institutional arrangements in linkages between raw material and its processing
• High dependence on informal workers in primary and tertiary processing but low dependence in core processes (secondary processing)
• Significance of support infrastructure such as cold storage facilities and warehouses
• Criticality of quality assurance throughout the value chain and dependence on manual labour for it

Snapshot of
Worker
Well-Being
1. High
dependence
on skilled
workers in fish
processing
(Bhimavaram)

2. Significance
of workers
engaged in
processing of
perishable
food products
(Jalandhar)

3. Farm based
enterprises such
as bakery and
Jaggery
(Annakapalli;

Facilitators

Deterrents

4. High
dependence
on machines
for fruits and
vegetables
processing
(Chittoor)

5. Dependence on
migrant workers in
coconut
processing, who
are engaged only
for 4 months
(Amlapuram)

6. Unfavorable
working
conditions in
chilly and fish
processing
(Guntur;
Bhimavaram)
7. Across
enterprises
and
processes

Exploring Worker Wellbeing
Detailing of previously identified insights on worker well-being (see
previous slide) through an “inside-out” lens from an enterprise (the
focal point)

1. High dependence on skilled workers in shrimp processing
enterprise
The Job:
Non-technical: Sorting,
Washing, Peeling, Cutting,
Machine Operations
(Refrigeration), Packing, Storing,
Loading and Unloading

Incomes: Rs 350-450/day (all
workers)

Technical: Supervisory, Quality
Check, Managerial

Technical/ Quality Check Workers –
Rs 500 – 700/ day(less paid)

Good?

Skill Opportunities:

Social Security:
Informal Contractors supply
the non-technical workers,
hence low levels of social
security
Technical workers on payroll

Given the criticality of manual
processes of beheading, peeling,
there is a value for that skill.
However, opportunities do not
exist to vertically grow within the
factory.
Also, given the extreme
temperatures, workers leave
their jobs in less time (5 years
onwards)

Value of the Worker: Retention
of workforce is crucial as factory
operations are secretive &
number of workers limited
Also, sharp skills required in
peeling and beheading of
shrimp

Occupational Hazards: Freezing
temperature (as low as -18 degree
Celsius), electrical machinery but
safety protocols largely followed
inside factory. But, 12 hour shift
and standing work nature
However, primary processing,
largely done on docks, is informal,
devoid of hygiene protocols and
minimal safety considerations

Gender: Around 80% women
workers. Because of prevailing
stereotype of women workers
being more disciplined. (Link:
secrecy of operations)

Linkage with Enterprise Well-being: Shrimp Processing

Presence of Traders and
Intermediaries

High fluctuation in Raw Material
Prices (often daily)
Key Story

Enterprise
Well-Being
Priority-wise cost factors:
Largely, export units or doing job
work for large exporters of
prawns/shrimps. Hence,
market/demand not an issue

Raw Material Price > Logistics
(shipments and reefer vans)
Operational Costs (Power, Water)
> Quality Check and Buyer
Standards > > > > Worker

Despite the stable margins owing to
continued demand, profits are not
proportionately shared with workers,
even with those who are crucial for
operations. Slightly higher wages
can be attributed to the risks
undertaken by the workers”

2. Workers of Cold storage plant (critical infra for perishable products)
The Job: Seasonal (Oct-Jan &
Feb-April)
7-months

The Job: Sorting, Loading and
Unloading
Good?
Incomes: Rs 350-500/day (loading,
unloading)
Women – Sorting (less paid)

Social Security:
Informal Contractors supply
the workers.
Plus Seasonality, every 3
months shift place of work.

Skill Opportunities:
No core skill enhancement
opportunity. Loading,
unloading.
Sorting, although valuable
activity, but skill
enhancement limited.

Occupational Hazards:
Freezing temperature, Heavy
electrical Machinery, No
support to carry heavy
weights
Bargaining Power: Due to
MGNREGA & agri sector
employment, have other
options

Migration:
From J&K to Punjab
Earlier from UP, BH (but now,
PB farmers sway them
towards agri).

Linkage with Enterprise Well-being: Cold Storage

Presence of Traders and
Intermediaries on both sides of
the spectrum (farmers and
enterprises)

High fluctuation in Raw Material
Prices (often daily) but fixed rents.
Hence, fluctuating margins

Enterprise
Well-Being
Highly capital and power intensive
venture. Takes years to break
even. Variable demand of
products often result in poor price
realisation, which is complicated
by MSPs. Therefore, thin margins

Priority-wise cost factors:
Financial costs> Power Costs
(upto 20%) > Labour Cost

Key Story
Being a support infrastructure for
food processing enterprises as well
as farmers, the criticality of capital is
greater than the workforce (Link
Enterprise = capital + workforce).
However, as goods are perishable
and loading and unloading
operations, if not done timely, can
lead to huge loss for the owner, thus
bargaining power and wages are
slightly well-off.

3. Case of Farm-Factory Fusion: Jaggery Production, Annakapalli
(A.P.)
The Job: Value addition at the
farm gate. Producing jaggery
from sugarcane
Basic machinery is used, with
two to three additional
workers required for a jaggery
production of around 20 ton
of jaggery (farm size 1 acre)

Good?
Price recovery for value addition is
often not realised. Captured by the
statement of one such farmer when
he says “we are only doing it
because our family has been doing it
for generations”

The Job: Seasonal. Family
labour usually employed, with
minimal additional
employment

Skill Opportunities:
Social Security:
Nil as the labour is family labour
and enterprise is not registered
as an entity

.

Opportunities exists as the
worker (in a small farm size) is
also the entrepreneur. However,
owning agricultural land is the
key.
For additional workers, processes
involve basic skills of feeding the
cane into the crushing machine
and filtering after boiling.

Occupational Hazards:
No protective equipments for
workers dealing with boiling
processes
Any hazard related to agricultural
practices

Issues with agricultural
productivity of cane and market
demand of jaggery are the main
barriers to a profitable business
model.
For cane, factors responsible are
MSP, susceptibility to viruses and
other causes of crop failures,
challenges with farm loans and
insurance.
For market, the consumer choice
is the main factor

4. Workers of Fruits and Vegetable Processing (Mango/Tomato)
The Job: Seasonal (depending
on availability of RM)

The Job: Grading, Sorting,
Mechanised pulping, Packing,
Storage

Good?
Incomes: Rs 250/day (grading) 250300/day (loading-unloading),
Machine Operator (500/day)
Women – Grading (less paid)

Employment intensity high in
grading, loading-unloading
and storage functions. Within
factory loading unloading is
also being automatised now
with loading vehicles and
conveyor belts

Skill Opportunities:

Social Security:
Informal Contractors supply
the workers. Hence, no social
security, except for technical
workers

No core skill enhancement
opportunity, even though
grading has operational value.
Loading, unloading jobs also at
the verge of being lost within the
factory premise. Outside loading
unloading is also redundant with
low working life. (upto 35-40
years age)

Occupational Hazards: Electrical
machinery and constant flow of
steam in the factory premises
Bargaining Power: Very less as
number of unskilled workers are
more than the requirement at any
point of time.

Mostly migrant workers from
Odisha, UP and Bihar

Linkage with Enterprise Well-being: Mango/Tomato Processing

Presence of Traders and
Intermediaries in the Supply chain
of Raw Material

High fluctuation in Raw Material
Prices, with low prices in off
season, especially for tomato.
Ranges from Rs 20/kg to even Rs
3 per kg.

Enterprise
Well-Being
Products, tomato puree or
concentrate and mango pulp or
concentrate are not end products
and are further used to make
finished products. Hence, margins
low.

Priority-wise cost factors:
Financial Costs > Raw Material
Price > Warehousing Costs >
Operational Costs (Power, Water)
> > > > Worker

Key Story
As the finished product of any value
chain is produced, the profit margins
are increased. However, for any kind
of profit gains, the extra capital is
either used in expansion plans or
upgrading technology and labour
welfare remains the same.

5. Sick traditional industries employing migrant workers: Coconut Oil
The Job: Completely
mechanised process, hence
only job is to assist/operate
machine

The Job: coconut value chain
itself has a wide range of
processed products, both
edible and non-edible
Good?
Incomes: Rs 250-350/day

Skill Opportunities:

Social Security:
Informal Workers, hence low
level of social security

No core skill enhancement
opportunity as the job profile
revolves around operating
machines and checking their
efficacy only.
Labour productivity is devoid of
skill but is a factor of burden
(number of machines managed
at a time)

Occupational Hazards: High
temperatures and no cooling
arrangements

Migration:
Initially, most of the workers
were migrants, but as the
industry started stagnating,
they shifted to other
alternatives available in the
local economy

Linkage with Enterprise Well-being: Coconut Processing
Proximity to Raw Material ensures
easy availability of coconut,
however, overtime, traders have
emerged as the main suppliers
owing to seasonal nature of RM
produce

Falling demand of finished
product as other alternatives for
coconut oil are now being used.
Only purpose that the coconut oil
serves is of hair oil and asthetics
and less of cooking oil.

Enterprise
Well-Being
With poor revenue realisation
owing to less demand,
modernisation and upgradation
have also taken a hit with most
enterprises operating with lessefficient machinery

Priority-wise cost factors:
Financial Costs > Raw Material
Price > Operational Costs (Power,
Water) > > > > Worker

Key Story
The relevance of workers in this
industry has been reduced to a pair
of hands . One of the key reasons is
the poor financial health of the
industry, which can be attributed to
the increased automation coupled
with falling demand of the final
product.

A tale of two entrepreneurs banking on health premium of
processed products
Case 1
An entrepreneur has started coconut processing
enterprise for manufacturing a niche product
(virgin coconut oil) with health benefits to final
consumers. The business model is marketing the
USP of main product and also by-products for
better revenue and providing high-income
employment to the locals.
Case 2
On similar lines, an entrepreneur has started a flour
milling enterprise making gluten-free flour. The
business plan is to purchase grains from local
traders in bulk and then separate them to make
gluten-free flour.

Inference
The differentiating factor between the two
cases is the factor responsible for the health
premium. In the virgin coconut oil case, the
premium is derived from imported
machinery, while in the gluten-free flour, the
premium is derived from the skill of workers
in identifying and grading the gluten and
non-gluten grains.
Which of the following business models has
brighter future prospects?

6. Unfavorable working conditions in chilly processing, Guntur (AP)
The Job: Tip Cutting, Loading
and Unloading & Operation of
machine

The Job: Seasonal
Good?
Incomes:
Rs 250/day (Tip Cutting )
Rs 500-600/day (stitching of sack
+loading, unloading)

Skill Opportunities:
Social Security:
Informal Contractors supply
the workers.
Plus Seasonality.

No core skill enhancement
opportunity as only
machine-related operations
at the factory floor.
Tip cutting, although
valuable activity, but skill
enhancement limited. Also, is
largely informal

Tip cutting is done as a
separate function outside the
factory floor in haats or
mandis and then the product
is sent to mechanised factories
for making chilly powder

Occupational Hazards:
Eye and skin complications,
breathing problem are
common in workers engaged
in chilly processing. More so
in case of informal workers
performing tip-cutting
functions without any safety
equipment

Migration:
From U.P, Bihar & Assam.
Also, in the mandis, there are
separate tents for workers
from different states with a
contractor/supervisor present
at the respective tents

Linkage with Enterprise Well-being: Chilly Processing
Proximity to Raw Material ensures
easy availability of chilly, however, as
primary processing is hardly done
of farms, the traders have become
dominant players who ensure that
chilly reaches the factory floor in
processeable form

Limited value addition owing to less
emphasis on product diversification
and market research. Apart from
power, flakes can also be prepared
from chilly

Enterprise
Well-Being
Competitive disadvantage of
smaller players because of presence
of large players like ITC has resulted
in closure of many MSMEs in the
recent past. Existing medium scale
enterprises work on jobwork basis
and on thin margins

Priority-wise cost factors:
Financial Costs > Raw Material Price
> Operational Costs (Power) >
Logistics > > > Worker

Key Story
The premium of wages in this subsector appears to be the high
amount of risk undertaken by
workers in the process. The working
conditions within the processing
house as well as outside are
hazardous and pose both the short
term and long term risk to health of
workers.

Emerging Sectoral Cross Learnings
Analogous Processes
Textiles & Apparel[

Food Processing

Similarities

Spinning, Weaving

Mechanised Operation of
Tomato/Mango , Shrimp, Coconut,
Milling etc

Low wages of workers, margins
dependent on market demand.

Dyeing

Chilly processing

Slightly higher wages
High levels of occupational hazards

Handlooms and Embroidery

Loading workers of cold storage

Slightly better wages
Worker operations directly affecting
the quality of output

Garment Manufacturing

Peeling/Cutting in Shrimps, Grading in
Gluten free Flour, Home-based pickle
processing

Good wages
Value of skills of workers

Paradigms to be explored in upcoming field visits in food processing sector will be derived from some of the key emerging
systems from the existing findings. Key questions include:
• What are the attributes of “Value of Worker ”?
• What are the different enterprise models and their impact on worker well-being?
• Under what circumstances does an enterprise value the worker and provide him with good incomes and other parameters
of Good & Better jobs?

Emerging Systems

Existing Linkages
Potential Linkages
Investment Options

Enterprise Well-Being

Worker Well-Being
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